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ABSTRACT
An introductory treatment of hadronization through functional integral
calculus and bilocal Bose fields is given. Emphasis is placed on the utility of
this approach for providing a connection between QCD and effective hadronic
field theories. The hadronic interactions obtained by this method are nonlocal due to the QCD substructure, yet, in the presence of an electromagnetic
field, maintain the electromagnetic gauge invariance manifest at the quark
level. A local chiral model which is structurally consistent with chiral perturbation theory is obtained through a derivative expansion of the nonlocalities
with determined, finite coefficients. Tree-level calculations of the pion form
factor and _r-_rscattering, which illustrate the dual constituent-quark-chiralmodel nature of this approach, are presented.
INTRODUCTION
The theory of strong interactions, quantum chromodynamics(QCD),
is
formulated in terms of unobserved degrees of freedom - quarks and gluons.
The presence of these fundamental constituents of hadrons is inferred through
the anaIysis of deep inelastic lepton scattering. Nevertheless, the successful
application of chiral perturbation theory[l] (xPT) or models such as quantum
hadrodynamics[2](QHD)
to a broad range of low-energy strong-interaction
phenomena suggests that quarks and gluons may be replaced by local effective
hadronic degrees of freedom in the low energy domain. At intermediate
energies it is not clear that such a description remains effective[3], nor is it
clear that explicit quark and gluon degrees of freedom are essential. An ideal
perspective on this problem would be provided if composite hadron fields
and their interactions could be modeled in a manageable form in terms of
tinvited
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the point fields of QCD. Functional integral calculus formulates this problem
as an exercise in changing the variables of integration from quark and gluon
fields to hadron fields[4]. An obvious advantage of this approach is that
the effective hadron-field interactions retain knowledge of their subhadronic
origin•
The basic idea to be exploited here is that the generating functional (or
partition function) can be written as a functional integral over the elementary
fields of the problem as
Z[A uEM ]=

f

D{f}

e-S[],A_M]

.

(1)

Here {f} is a set of elementary or "microscopic" fields, and A EM is, for
example, an external electromagnetic(EM)
gauge field whose coupling to the
microscopic fields {f} is known. Functional differentiation with respect to
A TM generates expectation values of the associated current. On changing
the integration variables to a set of "macroscopic" fields {F}, the generating
functional obtains the form
Z[A EM] = f O{F}e -s'tF'A_M].

(2)

The interaction of the gauge field A EM with the macroscopic degrees of freedom is thereby derived, and EM gauge invariance is explicitly maintained.
The notion that such a change of variables exists for.QCD in the low.
energy domain is implicit in the success of the above mentioned hadronic
formulations.
The explicit operation of changing variables allows the underlying dynamics of the microscopic description to influence interactions at
the macroscopic level. The goal of the hadronization program is then to perform the appropriate change of integration variables in the functional integral
formulation of QCD;
f DgtDqDA

exp(-S[(l,q,A])
= f D1r...DNDN...exp

(-S'[lr,...,

N, N, ...]).

(3)

Significant progress toward this goal has recently been achieved[4]. Here,
however, for the sake of illustrating the salient features of hadronization, a
model truncation is employed which maintains many of the essential ingredients of QCD, and the meson sector is emphasized.

As the local integration variables in (3) are identified with the bare hadron
fields, their effective interactions are simultaneously defined. This process
is the result of an expansion about the chiral symmetry breaking ground
state[5], and an allocation of internal and center-of-mass dynamics. The latter is prescribed by the normal-mode expansion of the free kinetic operator
of the composite particle in a manner analogous to the interaction picture
of standard quantum field theory[6, 7]. The tree-level effective interactions
thereby obtained occur through a dynamically regulated "constituent-quark"
loop and thus reflect the underlying description. The low-momentum (derivative) expansion of these tree-level nonlocalities produce finite coefficients, and
for the Nambu-Goldstone modes is structurally consistent with xPT[8, 9].
In the following a step-by-step development of effective hadronic interactions from a model of QCD is given. Two examples are then provided which
demonstrate the ability of this approach to describe nuclear phenomena in
terms of both quark and hadronic degrees of freedom. Finally, some closing
remarks are offered.
GLOBAL COLOR SYMMETRY MODEL AND ITS HADRONIZATION
The global color symmetry model(GCM)[5, 8] is defined through a truncation of QCD as follows. The generating functional for QCD is given in the
Euclidean metric by
Z[_/, r/] = f D(tDqDA exp (-S[_,q,A_.I

+ Oq+ qrl)

(4)

and can be rewritten as

with W[J] given by exp (W[J]) = f DA exp (-' -_F_,,,Fj,,+
_ _
J_,A_,).
_ _ The quantity W[J] has an expansion in gluon n-point functions starting at second
order (note that the n-point functions defined in this way do not contain
quark-loop contributions which arise later as meson dressing);
1
W[J] = -_f O_,,,
_b(z,y)g_,(x)g_(y)

+ wn[g],

(6)

where Wa[d] involves gluon n(>_ 3)-point functions. Finally, by replacing
the quark field variables in WR[J] by their source derivatives, the generating
functional of QCD can be written as

Z[0, 77]= exp

WR i9

-_%'_]

ZacM[O, 771

(7)

where ZaCM[O, 77]= f DqDq exp (-SacM[(1, q] + Oq + Ctrl)with
Y)]q(Y)

Here j_,(x) = q(x)-7-7,q(x ) is the quark color current, and for convenience
a gauge for which D_,_(x.- y) = 5abS,_D(x - y) is employed.
It should
be noted that the Nambu-Jona-Lasinio
model[10] is obtained in the limit
The primary benefit of this truncation is that a reasonably solvable model,
which is nevertheless sufficiently general to address a variety of phenomenological issues such as the role of confinement and asymptotic freedom in
effective hadronic interactions, is obtained. This model as well maintains the
global symmetries of QCD. The primary loss of working at this level is that
of the local color gauge invariance of QCD. The consequences of this loss are
unclear, but are deterrc._ned by the operation of WR in (7).
The meson sector of the variable change implied in (3) is revealed by first
identifyipg field combinations (currents) with the transformation properties
of mesons. This is achieved through a Fierz reordering of the current-current
term of the action (8) to obtain
g

2

"a

92

-ff3.(_)D(_- y)j_(y)=--ffJ°(_,_)n(_- y)jo(_,_),

O)

where J°(x,y) = q(x)A°q(y) and the minus sign in (9) arises from the Grassmann nature of the quark field variables. Here the quantity A° is the direct
product of Dirac, flavor (u and d) and color matrices;

=

lo,i_,

® _1_,
4

®

1_,

A° , (10)

which contains, in particular, color singlet qq combinations.
It should be
noted, however, '_hat there are also color octet qq combinations present in
(10). An alternate color Fierz reordering,
3

s

45

a----1

.

2 _

emike,_tj,

(11)

eliminates the color octet qq sector in favor of color triplet-antitriplet
qq
combinations and leads naturally to baryons[4]. This alternate approach,
although fundamental to the investigation of baryons, is unnecessary for the
investigation of meson interactions of interest here. The interested reader is
encouraged to consult Ref.[4] and references therein for details of the baryon
sector.
Having identified field combinations with the transformation properties
of mesons, the current-current term of the action (8) is eliminated by multiplying the partition function by unity in the Gaussian form

.,.,
and
shifting
the
bilocal-field
integration
variables
as
8°(x,y) _ B°(x,y) + g2D(x - y)J°(y,x).
This requires in particular that
the bilocal fields B°(x,y) display the same symmetry transformations as the
bilocal currents J°(y,x).
The partition function now has the form Z =
A/"f DI3D_Dq e -stcT'q'_lwhere

S[(I,q,B]=

f d4xday q(x)[_5(x-y)+

and the chiral limit is
fields which allows the
methods. The resulting
bilocal-field integration

),
(13)
assumed. The action (13) is quadratic in the quark
Grassmann integration to be performed by standard
expression for the partition function in terms of the
is Z = A/"f DB e -s[_l where the action is given by

S[B] = -TrLn
and

the

quark

inverse

A°B°(x,y)]q(y)+

BO(x,y)_O(y,x
2g2D(x_y)

[G -1] + f,4 axay,4 B°(
x, Y)B°(Y, x) ,
2g2D(x_y)
Green's

function,

+
5

G-1,

is

(14)
defined

as

(a)

Figure 1'

(b)

This replacement of the quark-field integration with the bilocal-field integration represents an exact functional change of variables. Observable quantities extracted from the partition function are unaffected by the variable
change, but are now expressed in terms of effective (meson) degrees of freedom. A benefit of this is that the effective mesonic interactions, which are
generated from the quark-field determinant in (14), represent a summation
of quark processes, and are easily exposed by expanding in powers of the
bilocal fields. The structure of these interactions is illustrated in Fig.1. At
this level the bilocal fields interact through a bare quark loop as in Fig.la,
and do not readily display the dynamics expected of quark bound states of
QCD. However, as the notion of bare mesons is developed, this picture of
their interactions is simultaneously refined. In anticipation of dynamical chiral symmetry breaking, bare mesons are defined in terms of the fluctuations
about the saddle point of the action (which is equivalent to the classical
vacuum). This choice of an expansion point harbors profound dynamical
consequences in that it largely determines both the structure and interactions of the bare mesons. The dominant role of dynamical chiral symmetry
breaking in the nonperturbative description of QCD is thus clearly displayed.
The saddle-point

of the action is defined as _ I80

0 and is given by

B0°(z - y) = g2D(x - y)tr [A°Go(x - y)].

(15)

These configurations are related to nonlocal vacuum condensates[ll]
and
provide self-energy dressing of the quarks through the definition E(p) =

Figure 2:
A°Bo°(p) = i /_[A(p 2) - 1] + B(p2). In the presence of a background EM
interaction[12, 13], these gauge-field-dependent
saddle-point configurations
consistently provide both self-energy and vertex dressing through the expansion

h B0 (p,k)
=

-

--

k)+

,p - k

A.

(p-k)+...

(16)

At this level the quark self energy, E, and the dressed quark-photon vertex, F. = -i7. + A. satisfy the "rainbow" Schwinger-Dyson and "ladder" inhomogeneous Bethe-S. alpeter equations respectively as is illustrated in Fig.2.
The description of quarks so obtained contains the following features[14, 13]:
i. Chiral symmetry is dynamically broken through the generation of a
dynamical quark mass which is defined as the ratio of the self-energy
functions U(p 2) = B(p2)/A(p2).
ii. Particular choices of the gluon two-point function, D, yield a dynamical
quark mass which provides a description of confinement through the
absence of a pole in the quark Green's function (p2 + M2(p2) :/: 0) and
thus prohibits the existence of a single-particle mass spectrum.
iii. EM gauge invariance is explicitly maintained, as is demonstrated
the existence of both the Ward-Takahashi identity(WTI)
q.F.(P,q)

= Go ' (P-2)7

Go

q
(P-4- -_)

by

(17)

and the Ward identity(WI)
Fu(P, 0) = _OGo'(P)

( 1S)

OF,,

where (Gol = i ]9 + E).
iv. The momentum dependence of EM interaction
dressed quarks have spatial extent.

implies

that

these

These features comprise the notion of "constituent" quarks. Their role as
constituents is displayed by expanding the bilocal fields about the saddle
point, /3 =/3o +/3, then examining the effective interactions of the fluctuations, /3. These interactions are produced by the quark-field determinant
TrLn (_ + E + AoB°), as is illustrated in Fig.lb. There it is seen that the
fluctuation-field interactions now occur through the constituent quarks.
The connection between the bilocal fluctuation fields and the local fields
/

of standard hadronic field-theory phenomenology remains to be shown. The
bilocal fields contain information about internal excitations of the q_ pair
in addition to their net collective or center-of-mass motion which is to be
associated with the usual local field variables. A separation of the internal
and center-of-mass dynamics is achieved by considering the normal modes of
the free kinetic operator of the bilocal fields in a manner which is analogous
to the interaction representation of standard quantum field theory. Here the
approach of Cahill[7] is followed.
From the second-order term in the fluctuation-field action given by
S(_.)_ 1
- -_f d4Pd4qd4q'13°(P,q)*D_l(P;q,q')13°(P,q'),
the free kinetic operator

Do'(P;q

,

q')

--

_(q-q')tr

(free inverse propagator)

(19)

is identified as

[Go(q+)A°Go(q_)A°]+-_ 9 fJ

_ed4r

,,_q-q ,'rI

1
g2D(r)

,

(20)

-

where q_. = q + P/2. This operator is Hermitian and hence has a complete
set of eigenfunctions defined as
f d4q'Dot(P;q,q')F_(P,q')=

A'_(P2)F_(P,q).

(21)

The homogeneous Bethe-Salpeter equation is obtained from (21) through the
on-shell condition ATI(P 2 = -M 2) = 0.
Using the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues defined in (21), the kinetic operator has the expansion

z Z (P;q,q')=

r°,(P,

q').

(22)

n

Substitution of this expression into (20) for the second order term of the
action obtains
2
(23)
from which the effective local field variables,
¢_(P) = f d4ql3°(P,q)F°(P,q),

(24)

suggest themselves. This process amounts to a projection of the full bilocal
field onto the complete set of internal excitations with the remaining centerof-mass degree of freedom represented by the coefficients, ¢0.
The second order term of the action can finally be written in terms of
these normal mode coefficients as
S(2) = 1
_ / d4p¢°,(P)'A_'(P2)¢_(P),

(25)

and results in an effective localization of the bilocal-field action at the cost of
an, in principle, infinite number of fields as is apparent in (25) and illustrated
in Fig.3. Similar consequences have been noted previously in the context of
quantization of nonlocal field theories[15]. Here the nonlocality is explicitly
attributed to the underlying degrees of freedom, and arises naturally through
the change of functional integration variables. The interpretation of these
normal-mode coefficients as Fock-space operators with canonical commutation relations has also been considered elsewhere[16, 6], but is unnecessary
in the path-integral formulation adopted here.
At tree level the local fields ¢_ interact through a dynamically regulated
constituent-quark
loop, as is illustrated, for example, in Figs.4 and 6. These
"effective interactions" thus reflect the underlying QCD structure. The intrinsic nonlocality plays a dual role in the subsequent description of physical

Figure 3:
phenomena. First, when sufficiently short length scales are probed as in the
large momentum behavior of hadronic form factors, the nonlocal structure is
directly observed. Second, independent of external probes, the nonlocality
provides a regulation of internal loop integrations, and may serve to alleviate
the troublesome quantum-loop effects in hadronic models such as QHD[17].
The formalism presented here provides a consistent framework in which these
issues might be addressed.
Because of the more technical nature of the baryon sector, little attention
has been devoted to its investigation here. It should be mentioned, however,
that there has been at least two different approaches applied to the study of
baryons. The first is the formulation of nontopological soliton models[5, 11].
In these studies the basic idea is to isolate the valence-quark contribution to
the path integral by, for example, introducing a chemical potential, _t. Upon
performing the quark-field integration, the quark determinant can be written
as

WrLnG-l[l_] = Tr [LnG-1[#]-

LAG-'[0]] + TrLnG-l[0],

(26)

where the first term clearly contains only the valence-quark contributions.
This treatment results in the description of a baryon as a static collection
of valence quarks interacting with the qq mesons described above. Among
the immediate advantages of this approach is that the quarks are dynamically confined by their repulsive interaction with the vacuum provided by the
self-energy dressing, and there is no ambiguity in the separation of valence
quarks and mesons. This model obtains reasonable values for the properties of the nucleon. A second approach to the baryon sector which is capable of maintaining the full dynamics of the problem is through the qq
(diquark) bosonization developed by Cahill[18], In that treatment the color
Fierz reordering (11) is employed, which exposes diquark currents. Diquark
bilocal-fieM integration variables are introduced in addition to the meson
bilocal fields to complete the change of variables from the quark-field inte10

F_

Fret -

__,,

_

-

Figure 4:
gration. The subsequent integration over the diquark fields allows a baryon
loop structure to be identified. The repeated interaction between quarks in
the baryon loop provides a Faddeev-type integral-equation kernel, which is
then used to define the baryon bound states. This approach obtains a description of baryons that is free of the limiting static assumptions, and also
gives reasonable values for the properties of the nucleon[18, 4].
APPLICATIONS

TO EFFECTIVE

INTERACTIONS

In the following two examples are given which serve to demonstrate the
ability of the formz.iism presented here to describe nuclear phenomena in
terms of both quark and hadronic degrees of freedom. The input to these
calculations is the information carried by the gluon two-point function, D
in (8), which mediates the interaction at the quark level. A frequently used
form[19, 13] of this function is given by
D(q2 ) = 3_rX_e_q2/a +
d_r
4A2
q21n(r + q2/A_QcD)"

(27)

Here the first term models the infrared region while the second term reflects
the known asymptotic form. The parameters X and A characterize respectively the effective strength and range of the interaction. Typical values for
these are X "_ 1GeV and A _ 0.002(GeV) 2.
The first example is associated with the EM interaction with a pion[12].
The tree-level pion-photon vertex is defined as

_ (2") 2$(p-k-q)c3ijr'_t'
67ri(k)_SrrJ(P)$AEM(q) ,_=AEM=o
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---_,q

, (28)
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Figure 5:
and is illustrated in Fig.4. The elements in the diagram of Fig.4 are consistently defined through the hadronization approach. This consistency leads
to an EM gauge invariant description as is explicitly exhibited through the
WTI,
q,F,_,(P,q)=

[A-'(p+)-

,
A-(P_)]/d'kF_

(k+'_, q p+)'F,_(k

-q "_,P-),
(29)

relating
thelongitudinal
contribution
ofthepion-photon
vertextotheinverse
Green'sfunction
forthecompositepion[12].
InEq.(29)P+ = P 4-q/2.The
WTI (29)corresponds
to theform expectedfora pointpionsupplemented
by a multiplicative factor associated with the ability of the internal degrees
of freedom to absorb momentum q/2, and demonstrates how the EM gauge
invariance which is manifest at the quark level is realized at the hadronic
level.
The EM form factor of the pion is extracted from the vertex of Fig.4 by
restricting the external pion legs to their on-mass-shell values. Preliminary
results of a calculation performed by C.D. Roberts are presented in Fig.5
along with a representative sample of the data. The fact that a reasonable
description of the data is achieved is largely unessential to the point that,
through the approach presented here, hadrons have well defined form factors
at tree level due to quark substructure.
Further calculations are underway
12
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Figure 6:
to investigate the size of pion-loop effects, however initial estimates indicate
that they are small[20].
The second example is the tree-level calculation of r-a- scattering[9]. Contributions to the action for this process arise from diagrams such as those
in Fig.6. For the investigation of the low energy region, and for comparison
with xPT the action for the Nambu-Goldstone modes is expanded to fourth
order in derivatives of the pion field. The result for the O(E 4) action is given
by

S[U]

=

f d4x{-_tr
-NJQtr

[O,UO, Ut] + Ptr [(21 - U - Ut).&4] '
[02UO2U'] + N_It'2tr [(O, UO_,ut) 2]

(30)

21 N_K3tr [O,UO, UtO, UO, U*]}"
where U(x) - exp (_r. 7r(x)). All of the coefficients (f,_,p, etc.) are completely determined by the specification of the model gluon two-point function, D, which enables the connection between observable quantities and the
QCD scale to be made. The results for various parameterizations are given
in Ref.[9], where it is shown that this formalism is quite capable of reproducing the physical observables associated with the Nambu-Goldstone sector of
QCD.
In Table 1, for example, three calculations are shown of the _r-r scattering
lengths, hi, where the upper(lower) index refers to isospin(partial waves).
The column labeled "Expt." lists the data set constructed in Ref.[9]. "Fit 1"
is obtained by allowing the coefficients Ki to vary such that the sum of the
squares of the differences from the "Expt." scattering lengths is minimized.
13
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K1 =
K2 =
IQ =
Exp
'

a° (i--))
0.200
ao2 (i=2)
-0.037
a: (_=a)0.038
a°(__4)
..... 0.00!.7
a]
,-.

1 Ei=I4

i

_at Expu

I

1

0.0000558
0.0000586
0.000929
Fit 1

_,_--'r
9_,_'-"r
1
Cal. 1

0.000508
0.00930
0.00101
Cal. 2

0'16
-0.042
0.033
0.0017
-0.0011

0.17
-0.048
0.036
0.0020
0.0

0.17
-0.048
0.030
0.00i4
-0.00055

0.13

0.34

0.18

Table 1' Taken from Ref.[9]. A discussion is given in the text.
"Cal.l" is the calculated result obtained in the point meson limit of the GCM
and corresponds to the result that would be obtained in the Nambu-JonaLasinio model [1/(96r 2) = 0.00106]. "Cal.2" is the result of including the
nonlocal structure to this order. From the table it is evident that both the
fit and the calculations are in good agreement with the data. The reader is
encouraged to consult Ref.[9] for further details. The point, which is clearly
made from this example, is not that the intrinsic nonlocal structure produces
an improved "fit" to the low-energy observables, but rather that it allows a
finite "calculation" of these through an approach that is directly accountable
to the underlying QCD structure.
CLOSING REMARKS
The conclusions of this introductory
treatment of hadronization
can
be summarized as follows. QCD implies that nonlocalities are present in
hadronic interactions. There are at least two approaches for accounting for
these nonlocalities.
One is to maintain explicit constituent-quark
degrees
of freedom. Another is to construct local effective hadronic formulations in
which the nonlocalities are treated implicitly through a derivative expansion.
The hadronization approach advocated here shows promise in the ability to
relate these two schemes.
It should be mentioned that there are many calculations which, for lack
of space, have not been discussed here. The examples presented here have
14
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been chosen to illustrate particular features of this approach that are absent
in traditional treatments of this problem, and that are of consequence to the
intermediate-energy
modeling of QCD.
l
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